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I PREDICATE/SYNOPSIS 

The Office of the State Attorney became aware of a possible lack of reporting of "gun threats" at Horace 
O'Bryant Middle School located in Key West, Monroe County, Florida. According to an unidentified 
witness who supplied information to the local online news source, Key West the Newspaper, the school 
administration failed to document specific incidents of gun threats. An investigation into the allegations 
was initiated and assigned case number 2018SA00031AK 

I INVESTIGATION 

The Horace O'Bryant Middle School (hereinafter referred to as HOB) is located in the City of Key West in 
Monroe County, Florida. HOB presently has a school resource officer (hereinafter referred to as SRO) that 
looks into and handles complaints from students, parents and the administration. During the time period of 
the complaints - 2017-2018 school year - the SRO was Key West Police Department (hereinafter referred 
to as KWPD) Officer David Hall. 

An article in Key West the Newspaper (hereinafter referred to as KWTN) refers to several incidents that 
occurred, which may or may not be related to an image of  holding what appears to be a handgun 
(hereinafter referred to as 'image') or  himself. According to the KWTN article, the 'image' was 
shown to SRO Hall and no further action was taken. The article also linked  to other violations of 
school policy and investigations. 

20 Feb 2018 

Inv. Weber spoke to SRO Hall. SRO Hall said that he only documents complaints when a violation of 
Florida Statute has occurred and/or there have been threats made against the school or the well-being of a 
student. 

SRO Hall said that he received a phone call in October 201 7 from a parent who was concerned over the 
'image'. When Ofc. Hall saw the 'image', it did not appear to be a threat against the school or a student so 
he chose not to document the complaint or his subsequent follow-up with  parents. He also did not 
inform the school about the complaint or his actions regarding the complaint. 

21 Feb 2018 

Inv. Weber spoke with HOB Principal Christina McPherson and Executive Director of Teacher and 
Leaming Theresa Axford. Due to the sensitive nature of juvenile records being released pursuant to this 
investigation, a subpoena was prepared and provided to both parties as well as the Monroe County School 
Board Attorney, Dirk Smits. 

Both McPherson and Axford were interviewed together. Axford provided a copy of the Monroe County 
School District Policy regarding student behavior, consequences and reporting policy. She also provided a 
handout, which is provided to students, addressing the implications of social media. 
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The interview focused on the 'image'. McPherson said that she had not become aware of the complaint 
regarding the 'image' until sometime in January 2018. She said that she understood that the incident had 
occurred in October and that SRO Hall had deemed it non-criminal and treated it as such. Since there is no 
existing policy to notify the administration when allegations are unfounded, she was not made aware of the 
complaint when it was initially reported. Mc Pherson said she had never seen the 'image' and denied 
having any other information other than the identity of the child involved  

The KW1N article referenced several incidents that appeared to be related, but have been determined to 
not be related although  has been the subject of more than one complaint. 

Also in October 2017, a student brought a toy gun to HOB. School policy strictly prohibits any facsimile 
of a weapon, toy or not, on school ground. The student,  was sanctioned by the school for possession 
of an orange toy cap-gun and a package of caps. According to SRO Hall, he issued a juvenile citation and 
wrote a KWPD incident report. The school in accordance with their policy of zero tolerance, suspended 

 for two days and moved him to alternative education thus removing him from the student body. He 
is presently back at HOB and is currently being monitored due to his transgression. No report or a copy of 
the citation was provided at this time. 

The 'image' was shown to SRO Hall soon after the toy gun incident. SRO Hall confirmed that the 
incidents are not related and involve two entirely different students. The 'image 'was first observed by 
SRO Hall and determined to not be a violation of Florida Statute nor a threat to the school or any students 
at the school. SRO Hall identified the student in the image as  The original image ('image') was of 

 with a handgun. The image appeared to have been taken through a reflection in a mirror. A second 
image, which is the 'image' overlaid with text that reads "  gonna bust a cap in yah head.", was also 
received by individuals through a Snapchat stream or story. This image (hereafter referred to as 'image2'), 
was provided by KW1N in furtherance of this investigation. At the time of receipt, the original source of 
the image had not been identified. 

The article also mentioned allegations of drug use and possession of illegal drugs by  McPherson said 
that there was a complaint by a concerned parent wherein  had approached a female student and asked 
her about doing drugs together. After receiving the complaint, Vice Principal Denise Santiago and SRO 
Hall searched  locker; however, no drugs were found. The article inferred that drugs were 
found but nothing was done by the school; however, both McPherson and Santiago confirmed no drugs 
were found. 

Additionally, the article mentioned how a HOB guidance counselor had posted online that she was 
shocked that she was not informed of the 'image'. The counselor was not identified. When asked directly 
whether she had any knowledge of who the guidance counselor was, McPherson said she would not say as 
she did not know for sure. When asked whether she ever directed any guidance counselor to remove or 
take down a post that had been put online, McPherson said, "I never did and never would tell anyone to 
remove anything." 

McPherson said that there recently was a meeting of the HOB administration and she asked everyone there 
if they had received any complaints or concerns from any teachers regarding being scared of any students. 
She indicated that no one had received any complaints or voiced any concerns during the meeting. 
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The article further alleged that McPherson had issued a "gag" order regarding comments about incident 
involving the 'image'. When asked, McPherson said that she never told anyone not to speak about this or 
any other topic with any party. She added that she told all present that if anyone has concerns to please 
contact her directly so she could address those concerns. 

The next allegation also involveclllllll According to SRO Hall, he received information from a student in 
mid-January 2018 where •. reportedly had brought a gun to a school basketball game two days prior (to 
reporting). SRO Hall said the details and what exactly occurred changed several times and the reporting 
party ended up saying, "Well, I thought I saw the handle of a gun." According to SRO Hall, a search was 
done and no gun was located. The incident was not documented by SRO Hall; however, it was documented 
by the administration using field notes.  No official entry was made onto - record because official 
entries only occur if sanctions occur. 

The last allegation mentioned in the article was an incident that was reported and fully investigated by the 
Monroe County Sheriff's Office in April 2017 under 170FF002757. This case was reportedly referenced 
in error by the Public Infonnation Officer for KWPD as being the incident that was not documented by 
SRO Hall regarding the 'image' in October 2017. This case has no relation t 

21 Feb 2018 

Investigator Weber spoke to a source who prefers to remain confidential who said that her child saw the 
'image' and showed it to her. She could not identify the source of the 'image'. She said it was part of a 
Snapchat story and she only could see the image itself. Because she knew- child identified in 
'image' and his parents, she brought the 'image' to the parents' attention for action. 

Investigator Weber also spoke to another concerned parent whose child was approached via text message 
b)ill about doing drugs. She had reported the drug information to the school for action. She was 
concerned that drugs were found, but nothing was done because of family. When pressed for why 
she believed drugs were found but nothing was done, she said that was bragging to students that he 
did not get into any trouble. 

21 Feb 2018 

Investigator Weber spoke to KWPD Chief Donald Lee and requested that SRO Hall be asked to document 
the incident regarding the 'image' by way of an affidavit or report, including his know ledge of the incident 
and what actions he took. 

22 Feb 2018 

Investigator Weber spoke to , the mother- - said that she had been 
notified by a family friend and was shown the 'image' which dep�ding a revolver. She said 
that she recognized her son, the revolver, and the location where the picture was taken. 
continued in saying that she immediately called her husband- and told him about the 'image'. 

, told her that he had secured all the firearms an�id not have access to them. 
said that she had never spoken to the school or the SRO about the 'image'. "We dealt with 

this as a family." 
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She said that the 'image' she had seen came from a Snapchat story from another student,   
 did not contact the parents of  nor did she address this issue with anyone else. She said that 

 were friends and that during that period . 

28 Feb 2018 

Investigator Weber spoke with  the mother of student who said that she would be 
willing to meet to discuss the 'image' and the actions of her son. 

1 Mar2018 

Investigator Weber met with  at HOB. Also present was McPherson and Santiago.  
 said that she had come across the 'image' on her son's 'cloud' account during a transfer of images 

to a new phone. She said the discovery was made sometimes towards the end of 201 7.  said 
she called  father and told him about the 'image'.  told her that it was a painted toy 
gun and that he had spoken to  about it. 

 agreed to  being interviewed.  at HOB who is friends with 
 said that he first saw the 'image' because had sent it to him and at least one other person. 

He said that he resent what he received from  out on a Snapchat story feed because it thought it was 
funny and a joke. . said he did not know when this occurred or who may have been included on the 
Snapchat story. He initially denied creating 'image2' but later admitted adding the subtext of "  gonna 
bust a cap in ya head."  said he had sent out 'image2' because he thought it was funny. The gravity 
and seriousness of the situation was explained to  who appeared to understand. 

According to HOB records,  is a good student who is an active member of the HOB school 
community. According to his mother, does not have access to weapons at home and does not have a 
particular fascination with firearms. The use of the image on a Snapchat story has not been described by 
any party as threatening to any specific party or institution. Furthermore, the delay in reporting coupled 
with the methodology employed by Snapchat does not allow the image or story to be recreated so the 
recipients cannot be identified. 

Inv Weber received three reports from the KWPD completed by SRO Hall. These reports were generated 
after the fact and are signed and dated October 22, 201 7. 

Report# 18-001026 

SRO Hall reported that he was contacted by a concerned parent because of an image of a student with a 
gun. Hall wrote that once he identified the student, he met with  and his parents to discuss the issue. 
SRO Hall said that the parents agreed to handle the situation and that he chose not to document it due to 
there being no specific threats. 

Note: No report was done at the time and SRO's Hall version of events is inconsistent with other testimony 
obtained as part of this investigation. 
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Report# 18-001027 

SRO Hall reported that on October 11, 2017, he found in possession of an orange toy cap gun. Hall 
immediately informed the school administration who took actions regarding their zero tolerance policy. 

Note: SRO Hall had previously indicated that he had completed a report and issued a juvenile citation to 
D.M.; however, that does not appear to have occurred. No juvenile citation has been located nor was there 
any other report completed at the time of the incident. 

Report# 18-001029 

SRO Hall reported that on January 18, 2018, he was notified of a possible student in possession ofa 
firearm two days prior. SRO Hall said that both he and Vice Principal Vinson interviewed the two students 
who were witnesses to having seeing the firearm. According to the written report, Hall said that the 
witnesses changed their stories several times and eventually admitted that neither had seen a firearm. 

was searched and no weapon was found. In addition, both of  parents were also called with his 
mother being interviewed and  eventually being released to his mother. HOB documented the 
complaint via internal school records with no further action taken. 

Note: No report was done by SRO Hall at the time; however, Vinson and Santiago did document their 
findings. It does not appear that SRO Hall ever conveyed any information regarding the prior incident 
involving the 'image' to HOB during their investigation of this incident. 

2 Mar2018 

 
Investigator Weber spoke with    said that he received a call from 
his wife regarding the 'image'. He said that he and his wife were separated. He said that included living 
separately and that  was currently residing with him. He said that his weapons are always secured and 
that possibly had access to the gun when he had it out for cleaning. 

After he received the call from his wife, he made sure that all his weapons were secured, then had a 
conversation with about taking and posting pictures like 'image'.  said that since his 
children were young, they have been around firearms and have even accompanied him to the gun range. 

 said that he believes in firearm safety and has always stressed a healthy respect for firearms 
with his children, including  

 was asked about what interactions he had with SRO Hall regarding the 'image'.  
recalled having spoken to SRO Hall about the allegation of drugs and  having brought a gun to school, 
but not about the 'image'.  said he does not remember meeting with SRO Hall in October 
2017 regarding the 'image' . 
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Investigator Weber met with  at HOB. Also present were McPherson and Santiago. was 
outgoing and did not appear to be nervous. When asked about the 'image',  said that he took the 
photo at his house in his parents' bedroom. He said that "It was just a joke. I sent it to two of my friends. 
Just the picture."  said he had sent it to  He said that he had heard that  had added 
words to the 'image' and sent it out on a Snapchat story.  denied adding and text or creating 
'image2'.  said that he didn't intent to threaten anyone and that he does not have a grudge against the 
school. 

6 March 2018 

 

Investigator Weber interviewed  at HOB. Also present was McPherson.    at HOB 
and was at the basketball game where  allegedly brought the gun to school. name came from 
the original reporting party,  said that a few of the guys went to the playground in between 
basketball games. He said that he,  were present.  said that they were slap boxing when 
he remembers a ball being thrown at . to fall off of his bicycle. He said that no threats 
were made and everyone was getting along.  said that he never saw a gun and does not remember 
looking into  backpack (where the gun was allegedly seen). 

 

Investigator Weber interviewed at HOB. Also present was McPherson and  father.  
 HOB and was at the basketball game when he allegedly saw a gun in  backpack. 

 said that a few of the guys went to the playground in between basketball games. He said that  
threw a basketball at  fell off his bike. He said that no threats were made, but for some 
reason backpack was open .. . said he looked inside and saw a black handgun.  described 
it as being square looking and black. He said that he knows what a real gun looks like and that he is sure 
that it was a real gun.  said he didn't tell anyone at school but told his parents that night. 

s father confirmed that his son had told him and his wife when he came home from the game and that 
he believed his wife, who works at HOB, told SRO Hall the next day about  having seen a gun in 

 backpack. 

VP Steve Vinson 

Investigator Weber spoke to Vice Principal Steve Vinson who said that he had become aware of the 
allegation of a firearm being on school property by Principal McPherson. Vinson said that he, SRO Hall 
and Vice Principal Denise Santiago interviewed all the parties involved in the allegation starting with  
Vinson said that  said that he saw what looked like a gun handle and that it was shiny, maybe silver or 
maybe black. Vinson did not recall saying that he saw a gun; only that he saw what looked like the 
handle of a gun. told Vinson and Santiago to ask  about it because had seen it too. Vinson 
said they spoke with  who denied seeing a firearm. Vinson said they searched  backpack and 
locker; however, no weapons or guns were found. 
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In addition, the video from the basketball game was reviewed and all students including  could be seen 
in the video. All of the students appeared to act in a normal matter with no sense of urgency or fear. 
Vinson documented the incident with field notes. This is consistent with the report filed by SRO Hall. 

VP Santiago 

Investigator Weber spoke to Vice Principal Denise Santiago who said that she had become aware of the 
allegation of a firearm being on school property by Principal McPherson. Santiago said that she, SRO Hall 
and Vice Principal Vinson interviewed all the parties involved in the allegation starting with  
Santiago said that  said that he saw what looked like a gun handle and that it was silver or black. 
Santiago said that  said that he saw what looked like the handle of a gun. told Santiago and 
Vinson to ask  had seen it too. Santiago said adamantly denied seeing a 
firearm. Santiago said they searched  backpack and his locker, which had a second backpack. No 
weapons or guns were found. 

Santiago confinned that they reviewed the video from the basketball game and did not see behavior that 
would raise any flags. 

I DISPOSITION/CONCLUSION 

The focus of this investigation was to identify whether a violation of Florida law exists. There are several 
allegations that have been investigated involving  

The 'image' depicting  with a fireann, while unsettling to some, is not criminal unto itself. 
Additionally, without additional infonnation regarding the 'image' (original format) or 'image2' (modified 
to add text), probable cause for Florida Statute 836.10 does not exist. The sharing of 'image' by and 
'image2' by  Snapchat story has not been described by any known party as threatening to any 
specific individual or institution, including HOB. 

At the time the 'image' was first shown to SRO Hall, no one voiced more than mere concern over the 
'image' which is why he says that he choose to address it with  parents, but not generate a 
report or notify HOB administration. A report has now been generated after the fact by SRO Hall at the 
request ofKWPD Chief Lee under KWPD 18-001026. 

McPherson became aware of the 'image' in January 2018. Because SRO Hall deemed the incident as non
criminal and treated it as such, school policy does not require that SRO Hall notify her or anyone else in 
administration. 

In this case, there is no evidence that would suggest that any one person or group has purposely concealed 
information as to incident regarding the 'image' or any other incidents. In fact, it appears that HOB school 
administration has acted in accordance with its policies. The actions of HOB administration regarding the 
incident involving  and their search of  belongings and locker on two occasions, show they are 
willing to investigate matters received by them and take the necessary actions as to the students involved. 
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It should be noted that SRO Hall told Investigator Weber and wrote in his recent report that in October 
when he became aware of the 'image' he met with the parents of and counseled both the student and 
the parents regarding the actions of  According to both parents and the student this meeting did not 
occur and that their knowledge of the existence of the 'image' came from friends who told them about it. 

SRO Hall also told Investigator Weber that he wrote a juvenile citation and a KWPD report regarding 
and the toy gun incident; however, KWPD cannot locate that citation or report as of this writing. 

A report has been generated after the fact by SRO Hall at the request ofKWPD Chief Lee under KWPD 
18-001027. 

 sending of the 'image' appears to have been an exercise in poor judgement by a teen who does not 
fully understand the ramifications of his actions. There is no evidence to suggest or believe that the image 
was sent as threatening or meant as a threat to any individual or institution. The actions of do not rise 
to the level of criminal prosecution. 

 admitting sending 'image2' appears to have been an exercise in poor judgment by a teen who does 
not fully understand the ramifications of his actions. This is evidenced by his thought that the 'image' and 
'image2' were funny. There is no evidence to suggest or believe that the image was sent as threatening or 
meant as a threat to any individual or institution. The actions of do not rise to the level of criminal 
prosecution. 

These allegations were investigated and followed up on by the school and SRO Hall, with no findings of a 
violation of Florida Statute. This investigation concurs with those finding(s). 

The actions or lack of actions by SRO in documenting the report are in dispute as SRO Hall maintains that 
this was KWPD policy. KWPD has since issued a clear directive as to documentation of student 
complaints and coordination with the relevant school administration. 

HOB's actions regarding the incidents to which they were aware appears to that of zero tolerance. 

To that end, and after review by a prosecutor, there does not appear to be probable cause to bring forth any 
charges on any of the participants in the incidents outlined above. 

This case is closed with no further action. 

Date: 
Investigator 
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